Next Chapter Survey Results: Question 1

Are you a Lombard resident or business owner?

Yes
259 responses

No
7 responses

266 total responses

Next Chapter Survey Results: Question 2

Do you or any members of your household
have a Helen Plum Library card?

Yes
264 responses

No
2 responses
266 total responses

Next Chapter Survey Results: Question 3

How often do you use the Helen Plum Library?
Once a Week or More
126 responses
Once a Month
77 responses
Other
44 responses
Once in the Past 12 Months
16 responses
Never
3 responses
266 total responses

Other Responses:
2-3 times per month

bi-weekly

2x a month

Twice a month

every other week

1-2 times a month

Every 2-3 weeks

Once every 2-3 weeks

goes in waves, could be weekly for 3-4 months then lag,
then again

2x a month

2 or 3 times a year in person, but online at least once a
week

every other month or so

Daily

every two weeks

More in summer than during the school year.

every two weeks

2 x a month

every two weeks

several times a month

Attend programs, Read alot on elibrary. Bring grandson
to library events.

About 3 times a month

every other week
2x a month

Every 2-3 weeks
every 3 weeks when books are due
every other day

Next Chapter Survey Results: Question 3

How often do you use the Helen Plum Library?
Other Responses:
2x a month
2-3 times per month
2 times a month
several times a year
once every 3-6 months
2-3 times per month plus programs
A couple of times a month
Few times a month
Once every 2-3 weeks in summer, less during the school
year.

6 times per year
3-4 times a year
Twice a month
once a week in Summer, less during school year
3x a month
2-3x month
every other week
sporadically, but not recently
Probably ever other month

Next Chapter Survey Results: Question 4

If you have not visited or only visited once
in the past 12 months please tell us why.
Please mark all that apply.
Other
35 responses
Limited Time
15 responses
Get Materials Elsewhere
8 response
Don't Have the Materials I Want
8 responses
Too Noisy
7 responses
Too Busy/Crowded
5 responses
Not Conveniently Located
4 responses
Poor Staff Service
4 responses
No Transportation
3 responses

60 total responses
Other Responses:
Come to visit where I used to live from time to time
New baby - I expect to be returning as my little one
will enjoy the story times. However, the story times are
often placed during nap time.
There should be a box for don’t like this livrary layout. I
don’t enjoy going to this library
I use online services of the library from home. I purchase most of my reading material because of the limited due dates for most new books. I use Amazon Kindle
almost exclusively

No need
Parking,and making it bigger will only make it worse.
Organization layout is not inviting. Hard to see space
and kids location
Too busy with my life. I wish I would ﬁnd the time, make
the eﬀort to go regularly.
Parking issues. I used to visit more often but the parking issues and crowded library stopped this. Great staﬀ.

Next Chapter Survey Results: Question 4

If you have not visited... Why, Cont’d
Other Responses:
Used to use for Condo meetings, but you never have
space.

Diﬃcult to locate books

Parking is not great, Especially Handicap. 2 slots for all
handicap in Lombard? Really?

I visit regularly

Handicapped parking limited
I am looking for newest edition of a book or a new book
in the marketplace - I don’t bother to look here anymore I go straightaway to the Elmhurst Library. I basically come her to bring my children when they are looking
for something to read. Very disappointing regarding
materials.
I want to use current novels on iPad. Not enough copies
of software too complicated for seniors.
Children run around, are loud, parents don’t correct
their behavior. I can’t stand screaming kids.

see previous question, i visit every other week

No time to read at home
Not really familiar with the library or its services. Have
primarily used online books.
Worked in Chicago and would listen to Books On Tape
while driving. Retired now. Poor history of returning
books on time andI’m a ‘book hog’....tending to take
out more than I can read. So I buy books which I can
read with no pressure. Have considered a Kindle type
thing....thus eBooks would perhaps be another avenue.
I just go every other month.

Next Chapter Survey Results: Question 5

If you do use the Helen Plum Library, what are your main reasons?
Please check all that apply.
To Borrow Other Fiction Books
185 responses
To Borrow Non Fiction Books
164 responses
To Borrow Videos or CD's
142 responses
To Borrow Best Sellers
119 responses
To Visit Children's Area
88 responses
For Reference/Research
71 responses
To Borrow eBooks
58 responses
To Read Newspapers/Magazines
53 responses
To Purchase Used Books
50 responses
To Study/Work
46 responses
To Use the Computers
42 responses
Other
42 responses
To Attend Storytimes
41 responses
To Use Free WiFi
26 responses
255 total responses

Next Chapter Survey Results: Question 5

If you do use the Helen Plum Library, what are your main reasons?
Cont’d
Other Responses:
attend classes

To work on a puzzle

Take classes

Audiobooks

Classes oﬀered

Inter library loan

For teaching events like Twitter, job search and genealogy, use of meeting rooms

Books on CD are important for my work commute is
long.

To borrow audio books, preferably Playaways

Do puzzles, use scanner (to email documents) Attend
Senior events

Use copier, attend presentations
To attend special programs and events.
no good reason
To work on puzzles with my friend.
Interlibrary loans
Books on CD
Lego club
book clubs
Like the Quiet Reading room on 2nd ﬂoor
:) I love to read! :)
Hear the speakers/shows, see the visiting collections,
use the photocopier, vist the rooftop garden

Ebook class, Senior programs and community programs
The computer area is NOISY. There are three guys that
are constantly talking, are loud and think this is a social
outing. Everything with them is a big joke, and when
any of the library staﬀ talks to them, they laugh and
makes fun of the staﬀ member after she walks away.
You need to get these guys under control or kick them
out, one of the two. Overall, a number of people thinks
it OK to talk out loud, and have conversations. I went to
the Glen Ellyn computer area, and it’s quiet.
Borrow children’s books
Large Print books
Audio books
Use copy machines
Events

Book discussions

Large Print

To volunteer

Like books on CD,etc

Book discussion group

I also listen to books through Overdrive

borrow books on CD/digital player
to grow
to attend family programs
inner liabrary loan
To read new books, especially history/social
Use conference room

Next Chapter Survey Results: Question 6

Indicate all of the areas where the Helen Plum Library could improve.

More eBooks
52 responses
STEM
45 responses
Larger Children's Area
45 responses
Maker Space with 3D printing, etc
42 responses
Dedicated Space for Teens
37 responses
More Book Clubs
36 responses
Other
120 responses

Genealogy Center
28 responses

More Parking
90 responses

More Computer Training
27 responses

More Popular Materials
71 responses

More Online Resources
26 responses

Digitization Space
67 responses

Opportunites to Improve Early Literacy
24 responses

More Small Meeting/Study Room
66 responses

Better Customer Service
21 responses

More Self Checkout
61 responses

More Staff Training
9 responses

More Programs & Events
53 responses

A U.S. Citizenship Center
4 responses
266 total responses

Next Chapter Survey Results: Question 6

Indicate all of the areas where the Helen Plum Library could improve.
Cont’d
Other Responses:
older titles harder to ﬁnd in my opinion.

side arms, backs.

Windows!

More Audio books and playaways

More materials on CD

Readers Service Dept - excellent! Employees are all
great!!!

More books. I am often put on a waiting list for new
releases and have had to go to other libraries for older
copies of books that have been removed or limited in
our Plum library. I don’t know why this wasn’t one of
the options above unless that’s what popular materials
means.
A performing space that could be rented! I am a piano/voice teacher always looking for venues to hold my
recitals.
A better set up for car book drop oﬀ. It would be nice to
be able to do it from driver side of car.
More kids events after 5pm
I honestly feel like we are an extremely fortunate community to have a very wonderful library as is!
A teacher resource room! So many local libraries have
such a place for teachers. Large cutter, die cut machine,
laminating machine, etc.
“Aisles are too narrow for me to get books when I have
a stroller, which has resulted in me not checking out
many books at this time. It is too hard to turn and with
the stools in aisles I just can’t make it through.
Children’s area- have ‘bookmarks’ sticking out throughout all bookshelves in order to visually see the topics/
subjects... Downers Grove does this as well as Addison.
VERY helpful when helping child ﬁnd a book/ topic (especially when one has little ones to attend to as well).”
“Better ﬂow of the space.
Nicer seating area for adults”
“Open up those east stairs. I cannot stand waiting for
the elevator just to go up and look at the periodicals.
Also, have some Kill-A-Watt devices available for borrowing. The Glen Ellyn library has these and is a great
idea to help people learn about resource usage in their
homes.”
Better senior access. More convenient parking, some
bookshelves are too high and low. Stools not safe, no

We already have an excellent library
Discussion group
All of these areas could be added/improved on to some
degree. I enjoy using the Elmhurst and Glen Ellyn libraries because they have quiet(er) areas where people can
work/read without disturbing (OR being disturbed by)
the checkout area, kids programs, etc
Larger library space!!
Branch out into more diverse adult education. Possibly organized meetings where groups collectively go
through free online courses on Khan Academy, edX, and
any of the others.
The robins nest is too loud!!! It echoes all over the children’s area. Please do something to dampen the noise.
Also the children’s librarians are less than helpful when
children ask questions and the teens who help with the
summer reading were not well trained this summer. I
want more focus on reading programs and challenges.
The recent renovations have made the library brighter
and more welcoming. The library is meeting my needs.
Can see that more space may be needed for meetings,
childrens, and teens.
None, it is perfectly suited for our community. Our
overburdened taxpayers cannot aﬀord a state of the art
library. The library is suﬃcient and never crowded.
Better outdoor book return - if you were driving by
yourself your only choice is to stop and get out and go
around yo put in the slot. Not eﬃcient if there is a line
of people behind you. The other choice is to come from
the other way And cross a line of traﬃc to slide in and
get out quickly
Keep the PADS people out
Restrict cell phone use to speciﬁc areas.
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Indicate all of the areas where the Helen Plum Library could improve.
Cont’d
Other Responses:
More tables in open areas.
More copies of popular material - there are many long
wait lists to borrow items.

Lombard to get a library card.
Make it possible for residents of unincorporated Lombard to participate in library leadership. “

“Digitization would be so cool. STEM should be STEAM!
Need a place for teens to study!”

Be more involved with other libraries,I know that other
local libraries don’t borrow with Helen Plum but won’t
tell me why. Maybe we have nothing to oﬀer.

Puzzles and games for kids 12+ Digitization would be
great!

Better day lit spaces and comfortable reading nooks.
Should take advantage of the possibility for beautiful
views to Lilacia park from inside the building.

More books
A quieter atmosphere - beginning with staﬀ members.
More easier to use self-checkout like Elmhurst has. Digitization would be awesome.
More mysteries
just more space
Consider a small cafe inside (works wonders for Elmhust
and gives that old “Borders” Book store feel.
HP needs space!! You are forced to discard older books
that should be kept in complete sequences etc., because
keeping these books would mean NO SPACE for new
books.
Cars parked in front of book drops
More up to date ebooks, new ones aren’t always available
My 9 year old says better prizes for the reading challenges

Building improvements for safety, like HVAC, but not
anything else.
More actual books! About 3-4 years ago, I could ﬁnd
80% of NPR recommended books. Now, I’d guess less
than 50%. Sometime I use inter-library loans (not always
productive) but I’d prefer to ﬁnd the book at my own
library.
layout / environment feels very dated
comfortable seating with lots of AC power
Please return due date cards.
Diﬀerent kinds of programs to attract diﬀerent people
More natural lighting/windows
A few of your check-out employees are crabbier than I
am.
Study rooms allowed for use with less than 2 people
when not reserved.

ok as is

Coﬀee/snack area? Like a coﬀee shop where you can
read?

A better means of generally searching / viewing library
content without searching for something speciﬁc.
Browsing shelves is not helpful because there’s no way
of knowing what’s been checked out, unless repeatedly
checking. Online searching tools are too broad.

“Children’s area segregated from adult and teen areas
to reduce noise carrying to the other areas.
More bathrooms on main ﬂoor.
Improve browsability of dvd collections.”

Training to reintroduce the library to residents - such as
“how to maximize your use” complete with tour - available daily or upon request
“Not charging a fee for residents of unincorporated

computer training classes in the morning when my child
is in school.
More new books, larger library, less cookbooks, WiFi
overloaded, often so slow is unusable
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Indicate all of the areas where the Helen Plum Library could improve.
Cont’d
Other Responses:
British TV series DVD

Promote a quiet environment

Bring back a due date card for each item.

A cafecould be added, the childens play area should
have some type of glass door to block oﬀ sounds. There
should be more oppurtunites oﬀered to explore different hobbies. For example Glen Ellyn library hired a
teacher to teach patrons to knit over the course of a few
weeks

Love all of the improvements taking place but the building still feels old (it is I know). Improvements to modernize the look and feel would be wonderful.
More handicapped parking ! (not across the street!)
Larger facility
too noisy
Genera book collection - I have to to go to other libraries to ﬁnd books I want a lot!
A movie “Based on the Book” perhaps monthly.
Remodle adult section
More handicap parking - this is a BIG negative - only two
spaces, come on!

Teacher room- many local libraries oﬀer teachers a room
with die cuts/laminator/large cutter Would love a work
space at Helen Plum
Online Value Line Reg. and small cap stock reports
We think you are great. Always ready to help.
I know our library needs to oﬀer more to its members.
More technology is needed.
Friendlier staﬀ
More quiet reading space with comfy chairs

It’s ﬁne as it is!

Let us use stairs instead of elevator

You are doing well. Like small changes that have been
made, reader’s service for one.

More DVD/Blu Ray choices, not necessarily more popular, for example, more TV series from cable stations (The
Bridge, The Killing, BBC series)

Bigger selection of books on CD, gentle reading like authors Jan Karon and Mitch Albom
I feel a great of money was put towards the improvement of the children’s section, but the library needs a
layout overhaul. It’s oddly spaced and not conducive to
those that want a quiet space and a place for children to
ﬂourish.

More space between stacks, not as high or low. Greater
ease in ﬁnding a book on the computer of stacks
more Programs for adults
Afternoon pre-school story time, make N takes

More comfortable seating maybe?

More space, build on empty space with walkway Need
more large print

A ﬁlm viewing/discussion group. I miss the one with Pat
Stamp.

“Particularly egregious; why not create some spaces in
the area west of the Library?
Also training on how to download ebooks”

“have a library/computer person in the computer section.
There are always people talking on the phones or whatever.”
its ﬁne the way it is

Cafe with coﬀee
I check out Books on CD and easy players . Would like
more romance and would like to have them marked like
mystery is.
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Indicate all of the areas where the Helen Plum Library could improve.
Cont’d
Other Responses:
Put the DVDs on a vertical rack because it’s too hard to
scan them pulling open 50 drawers.
“PLEASE consider making a drop oﬀ/pick up area for
families with children who need to access the library
(perhaps use the new land acquired for a drop oﬀ/pick
up area, book depository and increased handicapped
parking.) I have been rather rudely shooed away by
library employees when trying to pick up my middle
school student, but it is not always easy for families with
younger children to park and walk into the library to get
our older children, especially with inclement weather.
In the meantime, that area is being used solely for the
convenience of library employees:(
Also, please reconsider the children’s play area. I appreciate that the library should be a welcoming place for
our youngest children, but it is not a play area. It gets
very loud at times, even with the designated room that
was created. Perhaps the room should have doors if it is
going to be used for play.”
I love it as is!
Location of book drop
More graphic novels (similar to the Aurora libraries)
It used to be the children’s area, but now with the
improvements and the extra room to play, I think the
improvements are great! Thank you!
More MP3s available through Overdrive
Elmhurst oﬀers their residents computer training in
Adobe software like photoshop. Your computer training
is too basic and not geared toward computer literate
individuals who want to expand their knowledge of how
to use creativity software like photoshop, illustrator or
indesign.
Having lived and worked in Chicago and used the library,
moving to Lombard and using both the Lombard and
Wheaton libraries was a wonderful experience. Local
branches in the City are budget strapped....and to get
around that I would go to the regional branches - such
as Sulzer. But it meant traveling further.
We ﬁnd the Library to be excellent and more than ﬁlling
our interests. We can’t identify any areas of improvement since it is wonderful as it is!

More comics and graphic novels

Next Chapter Survey Results: Question 8

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?
I’ve never had an issue with the library. I love the location, have always found it a very pleasant place to visit.
Sometimes I’ve waited for materials but other than that
it’s been adequate for me.
Looks ﬁne to me
This is an excellent library excellent collection and marvelous helpful staﬀ. I’m a former library board member
elsewhere.
Library is important for children. Staﬀ is very helpful and
very nice. Library is easy to get to.
I love that soon you will be oﬀering a bilingual story
time. I desperately want my children to learn Spanishhowever it’s not something I am able to teach them. I
would also like more books on tape with newer books
for my preschool aged daughter.
I ﬁnd that parking options are extremely limited, especially when you are accompanying elderly people or
small children. I hope that library can ﬁnd some more
parking solutions that provide safer walking for all of us.
“Parking is inconvenient and unsafe with kids. I wish
there was a parking lot. It is so strange that there is no
dedicated lot for the library.
It would also be nice if the outside book drop-oﬀ was
more convenient. You can’t just drive up and drop in
your books. You have to get out of the car.
Wouldn’t it be nice if Mr. Z’s was available and you could
just move everything there? So much parking. “
Why don’t they enclose that back upper “patio” space.
It seems to be a waste right now.
With children under the age of ten, I feel like our library
oﬀers everything our family could ask for!
Although, the children’s area staﬀ are always nice and
super helpful and the new children’s room is great... I
do wonder how often the area is cleaned, along with
the toys. Also, I understand that there is only so much
room at this location, spacing is an issue so there may
be nothing that can be done with spacing of aisles. Also
it would be ideal to have all children’s activities near
children’s areas (like story time) but I also understand
the place maybe just not big enough. I have never been
upstairs either so not sure if that space is all utilized to
beneﬁt more of the public.

We love the new children’s section and the improved
toys. My children have always loved the story time and
other programs oﬀered at the library.
I think our library has most of what we need already.
But as it has grown the layout of current buildig is not
working. The ﬂow of the library is very unappealing.
I feel like when I walk in the library only caters to the
small children section and you can not get away from
it and the noise. Although they did a cery nice job with
recent changes. I have two preteens and would like a
space to sit quietly for them to do homework and I to be
able to ﬂip through a magazine.
I went to the meeting yesterday. I do not like the idea of
destroying, razing, this library and building a new one.
I am in favor of making necessary and some cosmetic
changes to the current building. I visit the library often. I have been a Helen Plum library patron for over
30 years. The library is a lovely oasis of great entertainment (books, CDs, movies, etc), knowledge and a
calm quiet place. The improvements you have made
are very nice. At the meeting yesterday I took GREAT
OFFENSE that the current building is called a “bunker”.
That is very disrespectful. If the building is razed how
will this be paid for?
The world is changing and the majority of the young will
have no use for a library in 20 years maybe even less.
They will use digital devices for everything. As a tax
payer I do not want to pay for a new building or expanding what we have already. The future is digital and the
investment should be in technology not a building. We
should also being looking at combining with other libraries. Not every library needs a copy of every book and
should share instead.
I would like to see the library bring in some new, renewable resources for the building operations. Solar power,
wind power, etc. An added bonus could be to have a
display that shows the various power sources display
their contribution to the building in real time so kids
(and adults) can learn about renewable, smarter power
sources.
The library is dated, small, segmented (no real ﬂow) and
needs mechanical and code updates. Tear it down and
start fresh. It borders Lilac Park and there are no windows. This should be a showplace.
The emphasis should be on preserving our heritage.
(books, music, history, business and art)by providing
reader and computer friendly materials. Crafters, knitters and similar groups should meet elsewhere. Children
are very welcome, but parents must maintain appropri-
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Comments, questions, or concerns, Cont’d
ate discipline.

brary, centrally located.

I love this Library and I am continually amazed by the
things you’ve been able to do with your existing space
despite the disappointment of the failed referendum
some yeas ago. My parents, myself, and my college age
daughter are frequent and satisﬁed patrons.

Would like to know more about plans for the property
to the west of the library, is there any plans for expansion?

We look forward to seeing what is next. You do a great
job working within present limits. would like to see teen
study groups.
We love the Helen Plum Library. Great staﬀ. And Awesome Books.
Helen Plum’s strength is in the superior staﬀ and their
commitment to good service. (No I do not work there)
Remember, an informed electorate is the foundation of
a sound democracy. The Library plays an important role
for those who do not have the means to fund their own
education and information needs.
Occasionally books or audiobooks are mis classiﬁed.
Just want to comment on the nice staﬀ you have - I have
been coming to your library for 40 years now Also, I
love the central location so I hope you won’t be moving
the location of the library.
I love our library - been coming for 50 years. What happened to our LIbrary cards? A little piece of paper easy
to loose.
The library has done a very good job of reorganizing
space to make it more eﬃcient with living within its
budget.
I love bringing my son to story time or just to play in the
children’s area.
We need to join a consortium with other local libraries
I use the library often and I must say that the library
staﬀ has always been very friendly and most helpful.
Concerned that they might relocate the library away
from center of the town. Staﬀ at the Library are wonderful.
Great staﬀ. Great Facility. Did I say great staﬀ?
Changes should not require a property tax increase
I would probably support a tax increase for a new li-

The taxpayers cannot aﬀord a new library. The library
should stay where it is, adjacent to beautiful Lilacia Park.
Bring the current building up to code in the most cost
eﬃcient way and leave it there.
When there was the movement of the adult service
desk over to the middle of the space there was a really
bad odor. It smelled like mildew and old building. Wondering if the air-quality has ever been tested?
Chance for a coﬀee or snack shop with designated space
similar to Elmhurst?
Good luck trying to raise my taxes!!!
The library is land locked and needs to look elsewhere
to expand because any improvement or addition to the
current library still fails in improving parking and pickup/drop-oﬀ. Options abound across town and a more
central, less congested location would be best.
Love the new Children’s area, keep up the good work.
In the past year the library has become somewhat quieter, an improvement in politeness, but still could use
more improvement in that area in my opinion.
The outside main entrance tot eh library should be on
the east side of the building. The stairwell should be
opened up for library patrons using the 2nd ﬂoor reference room. The Elevator is slow and small. Not comfortable with set-up.
Would never want library moved from center of town. It
is now easy to reach, near schools, near public transportation, in the heart of the community. Don’t put it in the
middle of a shopping mall that you have to drive to and
can’t walk, bike or take transit to reach.
Get rid of homeless... people are afraid to come especially Tuesdays. Build a new library. This one is tired
dated and depressing.
Special needs for handicapped Need better accessibility.
We love the Helen Plum library and think the staﬀ does
a wonderful job with the space available, but we agree
that more quiet study spaces, teen study spaces, and a
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Comments, questions, or concerns, Cont’d
larger children’s area are deﬁnitely needed. Also a less
cramped area for the books, so it doesn’t feel so clausterphobic and feels more inviting, would be great. We
support the eﬀort to expand. Thank you.
Please have a class on how to check out ebooks and
other electronic materials
Could you oﬀer programs for teachers trying to earn
CPDUs?
Libraries are the best part of a community and a reﬂection of its values. Thank you for being here.
I love it!
I think you have tried to remedy this already, but the
Robin’s Nest could beneﬁt from some soundprooﬁng.
Would also love if registered story times would change
days every session... my kids are in school on the mornings their age is always oﬀered. Thanks.
Keep up the good work. You’re going in the right direction.
Build and arch over LPD drivway that leads to 2nd story
addition.

had more material than the university library. But for
research on saints, I had to go to Elmhurst library. The
staﬀ is very friendly.
I love the many diﬀerent ways to read/learn at the
library.
I love my library.
Try to ﬁx the roof and other repairs. Lombard population is aging and people cannot aﬀord higher taxes for a
new building.
Wasn’t aware we HAD bookclubs!
“Doing a great job - love coming here
Ease of self check is great
A recent non-ﬁction book I recommended for purchase
was acquired - great!
I’m very happy with the library and services
Too many homeless people asleep in the adult reading
room.

The staﬀ are very well informed, just wonderfully patient.

As full-time working parents, we would love to see more
frequent children’s programming oﬀered on the weekends.

We love Helen Plum. Keep up the great work!

See above.

The staﬀ is helpful and pleasant. You keep improving.

Helen Plum at best is a 1970s library,and now is a holding center for homeless.It would be better to move to
a new location to make it more for the tax payers and
have better parking.No to $20 million where it’s at,ﬁx
what’s wrong then build at a new location.

The Library is absolutely necessary. A back bone of my
community!
I have been please to see the improvement in staﬀ manners since the departure of the form director. Mr. Harris
set a horrible example of insulting the volunteers who
raised funds. The taxpayers who paid his salary and the
mere mortals who used his! facility. “Rules” were never
to the beneﬁt of patrons. Thankfully times are changing.
The physical core of a library must be physical books,
but as extra funds allow, the more diverse oﬀerings add
quality to the library. All of which combine to create a
place where individuals can meet and exchange information and ideas, both in person and in signs. I appreciate being able to reach the library in person and by
phone and computer but remember the magic of the
library business; as long as you are here to return an
item you might as well check one out, and the cycle continues. When I did my paper on William Faulkner, HPL

I would deﬁnitely support the construction of a brandnew state-of-the-art facility on the same site. The new
building should be designed with greater interaction to
the park with views and access between both.
Thank you for looking into making this invaluable public
asset better. We need more community space to gather
together with our friends and neighbors.
Libraries should be centers for study and reﬂection
and exploration of book related topics plus early literacy. They are not actually community centers and they
shouldn’t be extensions of the social services oﬃce.
Building improvements are great and needed, but a
whole new “community center” library is really kind of
over the top and overlaps too much with other Lombard
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Comments, questions, or concerns, Cont’d
institutions like the park district. No one really wants
their taxes raised for a vanity project.

I love the library and I am glad for the positive changes
you have made so far. Keep up the good work.

There NEEDS to be a bigger teen space.

I like the location of the library and hope that it remains
in or near downtown Lombard.

I’d love to see more meeting rooms and a maker space,
but books are vital as well.While you have bestsellers,
as I mention above, I have more diﬃculty ﬁnding highly
critiqued books that are not quite bestsellers.
We need more space to hold more current titles. Also
meeting space for local non proﬁt groups!
This has been a topic that swells up every decade and
then seems to fade. We need a new library. Period. I
think Lombard shines in a lot of areas and on this one
we fall well short of neighboring communities...Time to
get ‘er done.
As with any taxing body you must learn how to live
within the constraints of your budget and not expect
the taxpayers to pony up even more. While it would be
wonderful to have a state of the art library it all comes
down to at what cost?!
Just ﬁx the roof/windows and HVAC - also keep up with
other libraries by adding more E-books and digital content. Print circulation is dropping nationwide so re-purpose some shelving square footage into more comfortable seating and a small teen space .

I love the Lombard library!!! Thank you for all that you
do! :)
Computer training classes in the morning.
Overall well run place considering constraints of space,
public policy use (PADS) and location.
The end (north) row of new books is badly placed as it is
in the walkway move bookshelves from this: = to ll
Would also like to see more kids/teens programs other
than crafts. I seems like since you re-did your basement
program area the amount of programming has dropped
greatly. You never really had a lot for teens Would like to
see programming especially for teens, would be nice to
have a coﬀee snack area like other libraries. Circulation
customer service is excellent. Child and teen excellent.
Could be more helpful in adult (ie ﬁnding items).
With so many people in the area with direct marketing
buisness, I wish once a month or every 3 months they
had speakers/local people come in a talk about their
products :)

Return to having Due by Date cards

Allow renewals on ‘New’ books

I am very grateful to come to a place established for
learning and the overall growth of the human experience.

I am very happy with my library.

I am a baby boomer so I have all the old habits but you
must try to keep ahead of change. It will not be easy to
stay relevant. Good luck

I live i unincorporated Lombard so I have to purchase
my card - in order to attract more unincorporated have
some sort of discount.

I like the coﬀee machine in the quiet room but don’t
always have 3 quarters with me. where can I easily get
change without bothering staﬀ?

I do not like libraries that are enormous like the Elmhurst or Naperville variety. What I love about Lombard
is that it is very middle class. What I love about the
Helen Plum library is that it has a sense of an intimate
relationship with reading materials of all kinds. I am
very afraid that if we build something new it will be
a Cosco sized building where I feel lost or a Glendale
Heights library that feels like books are an afterthought.
I grew up with the Elmhurst library in the Wilder Mansion. It was cozy, intimate and all about reading. That is
what I also love about the Helen Plum Library. Yes its a
tight ﬁt but I can ﬁnd things, wander amongst the books
but not get lost in its enormity. And I love the magazine
room upstairs, separate, quiet and comfy.

Pls have Karoake machine for patron to check out.
some technology available for check out. Than you for
improved shoveling 2014-15. thank you fro bright lighting. (Liked Wii competition idea) Nice medicare and tax
people No home technology available for Hoopla (DVD
best)
Thank you for making this library great.

I love our library! thanks for the good work!
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I would be so excited to see a 3d printer at the library.
Downers Grove has one.
Print books should be necessary, but a good blend of
the old and new. Your collection is very small. I recently
requested a book that the librarian told me was “an old
book” publication date 2010! I expect the library to have
depth in its collection - not just mirror the best sellers or
what Barnes and Noble is selling!
A full functional library is still necessary - what is NOT
necessary is meeting rooms or gathering places esp for
the low cost presently charged. And it doesn’t have to
be a showplace like Schaumburg. I’m happy the way it is
Our taxes are high enough. Don’t need a vending area,
don’t mix eating or reading. We don’t need expansion we don’t need high paid people to tell us what we need.
Our tax$$ at work?? You keep putting expansion in our
faces, how many times do we have to say no? Look
around, we are still in recession.
The library is mandatory for us - we are huge readers.
We love the library. We love being able to get great
children’s books and all the latest movies and TV shows,
especially.
Try to get all the Warriors books by Erin Hunter
The checkout people at the front counter can be more
friendly. I have had people there who have not looked at
me and say a word to me, not even “Hello” while checking out material. There is one older woman who makes
it seem like its a bother for her to check out your material. This is a factual and truthful statement.
More books
You should ask for age on this survey. You will get a
better understanding of who needs what My 2 children
ﬁlled out this survey. They think things are for the most
part okay.
We are probably conﬁned by space but I would love a
periodical reading area more like a living room apart
from noisy kids or adults. I like the eﬀort put into plants
and Christmas decor. The puzzles and coloring books are
a nice touch.
Thank you for the community service.
Library is absolutely necessary. I love the current location and hope it is not relocated. I have never had a bad
experience at the library.

Please continue these Next Chapter eﬀorts! We would
support a new larger library on this site. (or elsewhere if
necessary)
Programs and Senior programs are a plus for vitality
beyond “just books”
I would support a tax increase for the construction of
a new library - maybe at the SE corner of Main and
Parkside? I realize there are innumerable hurdles for this
to result, it just seems as if a modern and large building
is the most logical - and most diﬃcult - answer to Lombard’s needs.
Everything is ﬁne. I know new leaders always wants to
make a mark but really this a case of it isn’t broken do it
doesn’t need ﬁxing. I’ve see what happens when libraries are huge. Schaumburg is impersonal and Gail Borden
is down right unfriendly. That said, why are we the only
library (except Bloomingdale) that doesn’t have a ﬁlm
showing for adults? And please get rid of that god awful
new catalog.
Try to reduce and limit the number of homeless people
who just “hang around” the library.
The fact that I can “rent” someone to help me with Ipad
and other tech items is great. Took Ebook class with Erin
and great teacher and person, most helpful.
I enjoy my time spend at the library. The librarians are
friendly and very helpful. If material in not available at
our library they will try to locate it on the interlibrary
system. The library and people employed at Helen Plum
Library are wonderful. We lucky to have this asset in our
community.
I think the library is adequate for the community. I
don’t think it needs to improve in any of the areas listed
in that question. Sure, you could build a luxurious palace like they have in Elmhurst, but I don’t think that’s
worth the price.
I want library with more square footage to house more
materials. The library feels a little claustrophobia.
I will be voting no for any referendum for a new library.
The library has only been there for 50plus years. A few
upgrades to heating and cooling system and it will be
ﬁne. It serves the purpose of what a library is for. Meeting rooms and quiet places do not need to be provided
by the residents. I understand wheelchairs may not ﬁt
down the aisles,that’s what librarians are for. Children’s
area is ﬁne. If you don’t sign up in time because of space
issues,to bad you are out of luck. Some improvement is
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needed but not if it will raise taxes.
Question 7 should allow for more than one answer;
most of these things are important, except, of course,
for the ﬁrst answer.
The library needs a cleaner environment- the library
books and surfaces are often sticky. The library also
smells. I have witnessed that the staﬀ members are
often unfriendly and sometimes outright rude to people
from diﬀerent cultural backgrounds.
Love the new kids area
More copies of best sellers in ﬁction
Library staﬀ does a great job. Best use of our property
tax dollars. I voted against the last new library proposal
because the books were going to be in the basement!
Really? what could go wrong??
Good suggestions for my kids to read.
Ready help for getting in Technical Books from other
sources
Reliably have books on the shelf I want (classics, etc.)
I count on interesting audio book selections!”
More handicapped parking places and more space and
more Large Print
I thank you for all you do! It isn’t easy with limited resources.
Keep it clean, safe and maintained! Sidewalks need to
be cleared soon after the snowfall and continue to be
maintained and solve your homeless problem.
We need a larger library! I’m willing to pay a bit more
on property taxes to build a new larger library (when I
accompany my daughter to the Naperville Library I get a
large dose of library envy. She borrows for me because
they have more resources.
Parking at times can be an issue, having to park a block
away However, that has never deterred us from going to
the library. LOVE the new children’s area. A+
When I made the suggestions on-line it seems that I
assumed I would like to borrow that title from other libraries. I thought that the suggestion was for HP Library
to purchase.

Don’t allow people to have lengthy cell phone conversations
Keep the Quiet Room adults only - kids are too noisy
Thanks to staﬀ and board for providing a wonderful
oasis from the busy, hectic world!
The improvements I see at the library are inspiring, creative, and a testament to the dedication and hard work
of the staﬀ and Library Board!!! :)”
A quality piano in the auditorium, Healthy lifestyle
group or exercise group, speaker who are excellent
speakers but have never written a book, Future: Yorktown branch location
Love the library
Recently moved to Lombard from Wheaton. One of the
ﬁst things I did was get a library card, but I have been
somewhat disappointed. I love to listen to books when
I travel, but many of your CDs are out of reach and
unreadable. Twice I have tried to renew books and was
given 5 days. This was not help at all. I do appreciate
being able to access Value Line online.
I feel our library is lacking in quite a few ways. I’d really
like our library to be much larger and spacious like the
Elmhurst or Wheaton library. I would love a much larger
children’s area and a large area with new release ﬁction
books for adults. I also love the idea of having a cafe
where you can buy coﬀee.
The improvements are nice. The staﬀ is friendly and
helpful.
“I appreciate the recent improvements. The library
looks better than it has in years! LOVE the e-books options that are being provided and would like even more!
Thank you for giving us an opportunity to voice our
opinions and preferences”
For future on-line surveys, please provide more choices
like “all of the above” or allow people to “check as many
answers as apply”.
Please look at expanding your graphic novel section.
Aurora’s libraries did this very well, and it is disappointing to see the relatively small selection that Helen Plum
has.
Our family loves the library - it suits all of our ages.
Thank you to all those that work hard to make the
library a great place.
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I hope you can convince the community to build a new
facility. We need to have a facility as good as Glen Ellyn
or Wheaton.
Whenever I have needed assistance the library staﬀ
has been extremely helpful, speciﬁcally recommending children’s books or using Overdrive
The library needs to be updated.
We should also create a separate facility for the homeless in the area at the same time. They seem to use the
library as their primary location.
I received my ﬁrst library card preschool at age 5 - to get
it I had to learn to print my name. I remember clearly
the ﬁrst book I checked out by content, if not title - it
was on Japan. First ‘real’ book read was Black Beauty.
Many books followed and took me to wonderful places.
Lifelong almost the ﬁrst thing I would do in a new home
was to scope out the local library and get a card. - as a
child, single adult, mother and grandmother the local
library had a place in my life. I can’t imagine a world
without them and there are at least two librarians residing in my ‘mental Hall of Fame’ for their interest and
kindness based on a love of books.
Librarians and others working at Plumb are terriﬁc friendly and helpful!
We need a new modern library. I would be willing to pay
more taxes to build it. There is no reason why Lombard should not have a ﬁrst class library for a ﬁrst class
village.

